
Sunday 29 November 2015

12:04 All Night Programme

Including: 12:05 Music after Midnight; 12:30
History Repeated (RNZ); 1:05 Our Changing
World (RNZ); 2:05 Spiritual Outlook (RNZ); 2:35
Hymns on Sunday; 3:05 The Apostrophe
Lover, by Vivienne Plumb (RNZ); 3:30 Te
Waonui a Te Manu Korihi (RNZ); 4:30 Science
in Action (BBC); 5:45 NZ Society (RNZ)
6:08 Storytime

A Big Catch for Inspector McGregor, by David
Somerset, told by Peter Vere Jones; Grandma
McGarvey takes a Dive, by Jenny Hessell, told
by Elizabeth McRae; Just Dropping In, by Mike
Carter, told by Michelle Amas; Miss Assumpta
Broomhead, by Jane Cornish, told by Lorae
Parry; Haere, by Tim Tipene, told by Miriama
McDowell; Kibo and Mowenzi, by David
Somerset, told by Dick Weir
7:08 Sunday Morning with Wallace
Chapman

A fresh attitude on current affairs, the news
behind the news, in-depth documentaries,
sport from the outfield, politics from the
insiders, music and including:
7:43 The Week in Parliament: An in-depth
perspective of legislation and other issues
from the house (RNZ)
9:06 Mediawatch: Critical examination and
analysis of recent performance and trends in
NZ's news media (RNZ)
12:11 Spectrum: Carol at Rawene

Carol Zambucka has lived in the pretty
seaside Northland town of Rawene for over
30 years. Carol grew up in the clothing
industry and she came from Auckland to
Rawene to start a clothing factory. The
factory failed, but she's lived on in the little
town and seems to have thrived (RNZ)
12:37 Standing Room Only

It's an 'all access pass' to what's happening in
the worlds of arts and entertainment,
including:
3:04 The Drama Hour: Photograph 51, by
Anna Ziegle
Rosalind Franklin was a gifted research
scientist who was part of the race to uncover
the secrets of DNA in the 1950's. Her more
famous contemporaries Watson and Krick
took all the kudos for the discovery of the
molecule's double helix structure - yet it was

Franklin's skill with x-ray diffraction that first
uncovered what's called "the secret of life" (1
of 2, LA Theatreworks)
4:06 The Sunday Feature: War and
Words

Jonathan Dimbleby tells the story of 20
momentous years of the last century, from
1936 to 1956, through the words and
recorded soundtrack of events around the
world (2 of 3, BBC)
5:00 The 5 O'Clock Report

A roundup of today's news and sport
5:11 Spiritual Outlook

Exploring different spiritual, moral and
ethical issues and topics (RNZ)
5:40 Te Waonui a Te Manu Korihi

Maori news and interviews from throughout
the motu (RNZ)
6:06 Te Ahi Kaa

Exploring issues and events from a tangata
whenua perspective (RNZ)
7:05 One in Five

The issues and experience of disability (RNZ)
7:35 Voices

Asians, Africans, indigenous Americans and
more in NZ, aimed at promoting a greater
understanding of our ethnic minority
communities (RNZ)
7:45 The Week in Parliament

An in-depth perspective of legislation and
other issues from the house (RNZ)
8:06 Sounds Historical with Jim
Sullivan

NZ stories from the past (RNZ)
10:12 Mediawatch

Critical examination and analysis of recent
performance and trends in NZ's news media
(RNZ)
11:04 Hidden Treasures

Trevor Reekie seeks out musical gems from
niche markets around the globe, re-releases
and interesting sounds from the shallow end
of the bit stream (3 of 10, RNZ)


